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Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the
environmental science and engineering community. Written shortly after the
passage of the seminal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the third edition was
quite timely. Surprisingly, the text has remained relevant for university professors,
engineers, scientists, policy makers and students up to recent years. However, in
light of the transition in the last five years from predominantly technology-based
standards (maximum achievable control technologies or MACTs) to risk-based
regulations and air quality standards, the text must be updated significantly. The
fourth edition will be updated to include numerous MACTs which were not
foreseen during the writing of the third edition, such as secondary lead (Pb)
smelting, petroleum refining, aerospace manufacturing, marine vessel loading,
ship building, printing and publishing, elastomer production, offsite waste
operations, and polyethylene terephthalate polymer and styrene-based
thermoplastic polymers production. * Focuses on the process of risk assessment,
management and communication, the key to the study of air pollution. * Provides
the latest information on the technological breakthroughs in environmental
engineering since last edition * Updated information on computational and
diagnostic and operational tools that have emerged in recent years.
A comprehensive guide for both fundamentals and real-world applications of
environmental engineering Written by noted experts, Handbook of Environmental
Engineering offers a comprehensive guide to environmental engineers who
desire to contribute to mitigating problems, such as flooding, caused by extreme
weather events, protecting populations in coastal areas threatened by rising sea
levels, reducing illnesses caused by polluted air, soil, and water from improperly
regulated industrial and transportation activities, promoting the safety of the food
supply. Contributors not only cover such timely environmental topics related to
soils, water, and air, minimizing pollution created by industrial plants and
processes, and managing wastewater, hazardous, solid, and other industrial
wastes, but also treat such vital topics as porous pavement design, aerosol
measurements, noise pollution control, and industrial waste auditing. This
important handbook: Enables environmental engineers to treat problems in
systematic ways Discusses climate issues in ways useful for environmental
engineers Covers up-to-date measurement techniques important in
environmental engineering Reviews current developments in environmental law
for environmental engineers Includes information on water quality and
wastewater engineering Informs environmental engineers about methods of
dealing with industrial and municipal waste, including hazardous waste Designed
for use by practitioners, students, and researchers, Handbook of Environmental
Engineering contains the most recent information to enable a clear understanding
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of major environmental issues.
Environmental Engineering: FE Exam Preparation is the best training you can get
for the discipline-specific afternoon environmental exam. This volume contains a
variety of practice problems, step-by-step solutions, and a full sample exam, all of
which provide you with a complete and thorough review of the test topics. This
book should be used in conjunction with Fundamentals of Engineering: FE Exam
Preparation, which provides an in-depth review of the topics that you will find
during the morning exam. Book jacket.
Fundamentals of Geoenvironmental Engineering: Understanding Soil, Water, and
Pollutant Interaction and Transport examines soil-water-pollutant interaction,
including physico-chemical processes that occur when soil is exposed to various
contaminants. Soil characteristics relevant to remedial techniques are explored,
providing foundations for the correct process selection. Built upon the authors'
extensive experience in research and practice, the book updates and expands
the content to include current processes and pollutants. The book discusses
propagation of soil pollution and soil characteristics relevant to remedial
techniques. Practicing geotechnical and environmental engineers can apply the
theory and case studies in the book directly to current projects. The book first
discusses the stages of economic development and their connections to the
sustainability of the environment. Subsequent chapters cover waste and its
management, soil systems, soil-water and soil-pollutant interactions, subsurface
transport of pollutants, role of groundwater, nano-, micro- and biologic pollutants,
soil characteristics that impact pollution diffusion, and potential remediation
processes like mechanical, electric, magnetic, hydraulic and dielectric permittivity
of soils. Presents a clear understanding of the propagation of pollutants in soils
Identifies the physico-chemical processes in soils Covers emerging pollutants
(nano-, micro- and biologic contaminants) Features in-depth coverage of
hydraulic, electrical, magnetic and dielectric permittivity characteristics of soils
and their impact on remedial technologies
A thorough, accessible introduction to the discipline of environmental
management. The modern environmental manager is a multi-disciplined
administrator whose areas of expertise encompass everything from technological
know-how, to business and finance, to an understanding of federal, state, and
local statutes and regulations. Fundamentals of Environmental Management
incorporates a detailed understanding of each of these areas into a clear,
integrated introduction to this dynamic and demanding discipline. Addressing the
full spectrum of environmental affairs management issues, this comprehensive
guide provides a balance of the practical advice and in-depth legal knowledge
required to build and maintain a successful environmental management program
in compliance with all levels of government requirements. It also discusses
concepts for managing beyond compliance and provides solid recommendations
on how to establish productive relationships with environmental agencies and
other external stakeholders. This unique resource provides: * Broad coverage of
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technical, legal, and business management aspects of environmental
management. * Detailed discussions of management responsibilities in each
medium: air, water, and soil. * A survey of all pertinent U.S. federal regulations,
including RCRA, TSCA, CERCLA, the Clean Air Act, and the Clean Water Act. *
Practical guidance on when and how to request permits, and which permits to
request. A powerful tool in the hands of environmental managers, plant
managers, and environmental, health, and safety managers for manufacturing
firms, Fundamentals of Environmental Management is also an excellent text for
graduate students in environmental management programs and an important
reference for environmental attorneys and consultants.
Environmental Engineering, 3rd Edition, is a balanced and up-to-date
presentation of the core concepts of sustainable design — providing a mass-andenergy approach to the biology and chemistry of the environment while
emphasizing the development of innovative and resilient solutions to
environmental challenges. Clear and engaging chapters, written by leaders in
their respective areas of expertise, cover environmental risk and measurements,
physical processes, water resources, air-quality engineering, solid-waste
management, and many more critical topics. Now in its third edition, this
comprehensive textbook offers up-to-date perspectives on recent regulatory and
policy issues relevant to sustainable development, explores innovative
engineering solutions to global problems, and discusses emerging topics such as
green chemistry, biomimicry, and life cycle thinking. Throughout this new edition,
classroom-proven pedagogical tools develop students’ design skills and
strengthen their understanding of fundamental principles. Now offered in
enhanced ePub format, Environmental Engineering is an invaluable resource for
students seeking to design solutions that meet current and future sustainability
challenges.
The unit process approach, common in the field of chemical engineering, was
introduced about 1962 to the field of environmental engineering. An
understanding of unit processes is the foundation for continued learning and for
designing treatment systems. The time is ripe for a new textbook that delineates
the role of unit process principles in environmental engineering. Suitable for a twosemester course, Water Treatment Unit Processes: Physical and Chemical
provides the grounding in the underlying principles of each unit process that
students need in order to link theory to practice. Bridging the gap between
scientific principles and engineering practice, the book covers approaches that
are common to all unit processes as well as principles that characterize each unit
process. Integrating theory into algorithms for practice, Professor Hendricks
emphasizes the fundamentals, using simple explanations and avoiding models
that are too complex mathematically, allowing students to assimilate principles
without getting sidelined by excess calculations. Applications of unit processes
principles are illustrated by example problems in each chapter. Student problems
are provided at the end of each chapter; the solutions manual can be
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downloaded from the CRC Press Web site. Excel spreadsheets are integrated
into the text as tables designated by a "CD" prefix. Certain spreadsheets illustrate
the idea of "scenarios" that emphasize the idea that design solutions depend
upon assumptions and the interactions between design variables. The
spreadsheets can be downloaded from the CRC web site. The book has been
designed so that each unit process topic is self-contained, with sidebars and
examples throughout the text. Each chapter has subheadings, so that students
can scan the pages and identify important topics with little effort. Problems,
references, and a glossary are found at the end of each chapter. Most chapters
contain downloadable Excel spreadsheets integrated into the text and
appendices with additional information. Appendices at the end of the book
provide useful reference material on various topics that support the text. This
design allows students at different levels to easily navigate through the book and
professors to assign pertinent sections in the order they prefer. The book gives
your students an understanding of the broader aspects of one of the core areas
of the environmental engineering curriculum and knowledge important for the
design of treatment systems.
"The authors—a chemical engineer and a civil engineer—have complimented each other in
delivering an introductory text on optimization for engineers of all disciplines. It covers a host of
topics not normally addressed by other texts. Although introductory in nature, it is a book that
will prove invaluable to me and my staff, and belongs on the shelves of practicing
environmental and chemical engineers. The illustrative examples are outstanding and make
this a unique and special book." —John D. McKenna, Ph.D., Principal, ETS, Inc., Roanoke,
Virginia "The authors have adeptly argued that basic science courses—particularly those
concerned with mathematics—should be taught to engineers by engineers. Also, books adopted
for use in such courses should also be written by engineers. The readers of this book will
acquire an understanding and appreciation of the numerous mathematical methods that are
routinely employed by practicing engineers. Furthermore, this introductory text on optimization
attempts to address a void that exists in college engineering curricula. I recommend this book
without reservation; it is a library ‘must’ for engineers of all disciplines." —Kenneth J. Skipka,
RTP Environmental Associates, Inc., Westbury, NY, USA Introduction to Optimization for
Chemical and Environmental Engineers presents the introductory fundamentals of several
optimization methods with accompanying practical engineering applications. It examines
mathematical optimization calculations common to both environmental and chemical
engineering professionals, with a primary focus on perturbation techniques, search methods,
graphical analysis, analytical methods, linear programming, and more. The book presents
numerous illustrative examples laid out in such a way as to develop the reader’s technical
understanding of optimization, with progressively difficult examples located at the end of each
chapter. This book serves as a training tool for students and industry professionals alike.
FEATURES Examines optimization concepts and methods used by environmental and
chemical engineering practitioners. Presents solutions to real-world scenarios/problems at the
end of each chapter. Offers a pragmatic approach to the application of mathematical tools to
assist the reader in grasping the role of optimization in engineering problem-solving situations.
Provides numerous illustrative examples. Serves as a text for introductory courses, or as a
training tool forindustry professionals.
This book provides a foundation to understand the development of sustainability in civil
engineering, and tools to address the three pillars of sustainability: economics, environment,
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and society. It includes case studies in the five major areas of civil engineering: environmental,
structural, geotechnical, transportation, and construction management. This second edition is
updated throughout and adds new chapters on construction engineering as well as an
overview of the most common certification programs that revolve around environmental
sustainability. Features: Updated throughout and adds two entirely new chapters Presents a
review of the most common certification programs in sustainability Offers a blend of numerical
and writing-based problems, as well as numerous application-based examples that utilize
concepts found on the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam Includes several practical case
studies Offers a solution manual for instructors Fundamentals of Sustainability in Civil
Engineering is intended for upper-level civil engineering sustainability courses. A unique
feature is that concepts found in the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam were targeted to
help senior-level students refresh and prepare.
Now in its second edition, Environmental Engineering: Fundamentals, Sustainability, Design by
Mihelcic and Zimmerman has evolved from the traditional approach centered on describing,
characterizing, quantifying, and monitoring current environmental problems to one that is
focused on the design and development of innovative new solutions. The breadth and depth of
coverage is appropriate for a one-semester undergraduate course, having been streamlined to
a manageable 11 chapters in the new edition.
This classic text, now in its sixth edition, combines a thorough coverage of the basic principles
of civil engineering hydraulics with a wide-ranging treatment of practical, real-world
applications. It now includes a powerful online resource with worked solutions for chapter
problems and solution spreadsheets for more complex problems that may be used as
templates for similar issues. Hydraulics in Civil and Environmental Engineering is structured
into two parts to deal with principles and more advanced topics. The first part focuses on
fundamentals, such as hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, pipe and open channel flow, wave theory,
physical modelling, hydrology and sediment transport. The second part illustrates engineering
applications of these principles to pipeline system design, hydraulic structures, river and
coastal engineering, including up-to-date environmental implications, as well as a chapter on
computational modelling, illustrating the application of computational simulation techniques to
modern design, in a variety of contexts. New material and additional problems for solution have
been added to the chapters on hydrostatics, pipe flow and dimensional analysis. The hydrology
chapter has been revised to reflect updated UK flood estimation methods, data and software.
The recommendations regarding the assessment of uncertainty, climate change predictions,
impacts and adaptation measures have been updated, as has the guidance on the application
of computational simulation techniques to river flood modelling. Andrew Chadwick is an
honorary professor of coastal engineering and the former associate director of the Marine
Institute at the University of Plymouth, UK. John Morfett was the head of hydraulics research
and taught at the University of Brighton, UK. Martin Borthwick is a consultant hydrologist,
formerly a flood hydrology advisor at the UK’s Environment Agency, and previously an
associate professor at the University of Plymouth, UK.
Environmental Engineering provides a profound introduction to Ecology, Chemistry,
Microbiology, Geology and Hydrology engineering. The authors explain transport phenomena,
air pollution control, waste water management and soil treatment to address the issue of
energy preservation, production asset and control of waste from human and animal activities.
Modeling of environmental processes and risk assessment conclude the interdisciplinary
approach.
Fundamentals of Earthquake Engineering combines aspects of engineering seismology,
structural and geotechnical earthquake engineering to assemble the vital components required
for a deep understanding of response of structures to earthquake ground motion, from the
seismic source to the evaluation of actions and deformation required for design. The nature of
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earthquake risk assessment is inherently multi-disciplinary. Whereas Fundamentals of
Earthquake Engineering addresses only structural safety assessment and design, the problem
is cast in its appropriate context by relating structural damage states to societal consequences
and expectations, through the fundamental response quantities of stiffness, strength and
ductility. The book is designed to support graduate teaching and learning, introduce practicing
structural and geotechnical engineers to earthquake analysis and design problems, as well as
being a reference book for further studies. Fundamentals of Earthquake Engineering includes
material on the nature of earthquake sources and mechanisms, various methods for the
characterization of earthquake input motion, damage observed in reconnaissance missions,
modeling of structures for the purposes of response simulation, definition of performance limit
states, structural and architectural systems for optimal seismic response, and action and
deformation quantities suitable for design. The accompanying website at
www.wiley.com/go/elnashai contains a comprehensive set of slides illustrating the chapters
and appendices. A set of problems with solutions and worked-through examples is available
from the Wley Editorial team. The book, slides and problem set constitute a tried and tested
system for a single-semester graduate course. The approach taken avoids tying the book to a
specific regional seismic design code of practice and ensures its global appeal to graduate
students and practicing engineers.
Ground improvement has been one of the most dynamic and rapidly evolving areas of
geotechnical engineering and construction over the past 40 years. The need to develop sites
with marginal soils has made ground improvement an increasingly important core component
of geotechnical engineering curricula. Fundamentals of Ground Improvement Engineering
addresses the most effective and latest cutting-edge techniques for ground improvement. Key
ground improvement methods are introduced that provide readers with a thorough
understanding of the theory, design principles, and construction approaches that underpin
each method. Major topics are compaction, permeation grouting, vibratory methods, soil
mixing, stabilization and solidification, cutoff walls, dewatering, consolidation, geosynthetics, jet
grouting, ground freezing, compaction grouting, and earth retention. The book is ideal for
undergraduate and graduate-level university students, as well as practitioners seeking
fundamental background in these techniques. The numerous problems, with worked examples,
photographs, schematics, charts and graphs make it an excellent reference and teaching tool.
This book covers the fundamentals of environmental engineering and applications in water
quality, air quality, and hazardous waste management. It begins by describing the fundamental
principles that serve as the foundation of the entire field of environmental engineering. Readers
are then systematically reintroduced to these fundamentals in a manner that is tailored to the
needs of environmental engineers, and that is not too closely tied to any specific application.
Environmental Engineering: Fundamentals, Sustainability, Design presents civil engineers with
an introduction to chemistry and biology, through a mass and energy balance approach. ABET
required topics of emerging importance, such as sustainable and global engineering are also
covered. Problems, similar to those on the FE and PE exams, are integrated at the end of each
chapter. Aligned with the National Academy of Engineering’s focus on managing carbon and
nitrogen, the 2nd edition now includes a section on advanced technologies to more effectively
reclaim nitrogen and phosphorous. Additionally, readers have immediate access to web
modules, which address a specific topic, such as water and wastewater treatment. These
modules include media rich content such as animations, audio, video and interactive problem
solving, as well as links to explorations. Civil engineers will gain a global perspective,
developing into innovative leaders in sustainable development.
This set of 240 practice problems with solutions has been developed to help environmental
engineering students prepare for the Environmental FE Exam. The book contains 14 topical
sections, based on the disciplines covered in the Environmental FE exam. The practice
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problems are predominately focused on reviewing core environmental engineering topics. Over
135 practice problems covering; water resources, water and wastewater, air pollution, and
solid waste topical areas. 55 problems covering; material science, environmental science and
chemistry, risk assessment, and fluid mechanics topical areas. Nearly 50 problems covering;
mathematics, probability and statistics, ethics and professional practice, engineering
economics, and thermodynamics. All problems and solutions are developed to help efficiently
prepare for the FE exam.
FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING, 5E offers a powerful combination of
essential components from Braja Das' market-leading books: PRINCIPLES OF
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING and PRINCIPLES OF FOUNDATION ENGINEERING in
one cohesive book. This unique, concise geotechnical engineering book focuses on the
fundamental concepts of both soil mechanics and foundation engineering without the
distraction of excessive details or cumbersome alternatives. A wealth of worked-out, step-bystep examples and valuable figures help readers master key concepts and strengthen
essential problem solving skills. Prestigious authors Das and Sivakugan maintain the careful
balance of today's most current research and practical field applications in a proven approach
that has made Das' books leaders in the field. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
How will we meet rising energy demands? What are our options? Are there viable long-term
solutions for the future? Learn the fundamental physical, chemical and materials science at the
heart of: • Renewable/non-renewable energy sources • Future transportation systems •
Energy efficiency • Energy storage Whether you are a student taking an energy course or a
newcomer to the field, this textbook will help you understand critical relationships between the
environment, energy and sustainability. Leading experts provide comprehensive coverage of
each topic, bringing together diverse subject matter by integrating theory with engaging
insights. Each chapter includes helpful features to aid understanding, including a historical
overview to provide context, suggested further reading and questions for discussion. Every
subject is beautifully illustrated and brought to life with full color images and color-coded
sections for easy browsing, making this a complete educational package. Fundamentals of
Materials for Energy and Environmental Sustainability will enable today's scientists and
educate future generations.
Every practicing environmental engineer should already have a firm grasp on the basics of
hazardous waste site remediation-the key to confronting a site problem, and devising an
effective solution. Since their original introduction to remediation, technology has kept moving
ahead with new ideas and procedures. Fundamentals of Hazardous Waste Site Remediation
gives environmental professionals immediate access to the basics of the trade, along with
information about recent advancements. This comprehensive overview examines the basics of
such areas as hazardous materials chemistry, hydrogeology, reaction engineering, and cleanup level development. A chapter on Cost Estimating will be of particular interest to specialists,
in light of recent concerns about the increased costs of remediation. After reading each
chapter, test your new knowledge with the review problems. As a refresher guide for career
environmental engineers, or a helpful tool to newcomers in the field, Fundamentals of
Hazardous Waste Site Remediation is a valuable resource for longtime professionals and
newcomers alike.
Now in dynamic full color, ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS: AN INTRODUCTION TO
ENGINEERING, 5e helps students develop the strong problem-solving skills and solid
foundation in fundamental principles they will need to become analytical, detail-oriented, and
creative engineers. The book opens with an overview of what engineers do, an inside glimpse
of the various areas of specialization, and a straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It
then covers the basic physical concepts and laws that students will encounter on the job.
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Professional Profiles throughout the text highlight the work of practicing engineers from around
the globe, tying in the fundamental principles and applying them to professional engineering.
Using a flexible, modular format, the book demonstrates how engineers apply physical and
chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and supervise the
production of millions of parts, products, and services that people use every day. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Biochar: Fundamentals and Applications in Environmental Science and
Remediation Technologies, Volume Six provides readers with the fundamentals
of scientific and technological aspects of biochar application in stormwater
treatment, its use in contaminant removal, greenhouse gas mitigation, as landfill
cover material, and new environmental and agronomic applications. Chapters in
this new release cover Biochar application for soil remediation in a redoxsensitive environment, Remediation of heavy metal contaminated soil: Role of
biochar, Role of biochar as a cover material in Landfill waste disposal systemPerspective from Unsaturated soil mechanics, Biochar in soil re-engineering,
Green remediation of contaminated agricultural land using biochar, and more.
Additional chapters cover the Impact of biochars on redox processes in soils,
Biochar for manipulation of manure properties, A relationship paradigm between
biochar amendments and green house gas emissions, Biochar amalgamation
with clay: Enhanced performance for environmental remediation,
Functionalization of biochar using microbial consortia, and the Potential role of
biochar to mitigate the negative impacts of climate change on water quality.
Provides up to-date information on the use of biochar for contaminant
remediation, as landfill cover material, and as a tool for energy transition Includes
the aspect of biochar’s use in mitigating impacts of climate change and how
manure properties can be altered through biochar addition Covers the role of
microbial consortia on biochar functionalization
This book serves as a primary textbook for environmental site investigation and
remediation of subsurface soil and groundwater. It introduces concepts and
principles of field investigative techniques to adequately determine the extent of
contamination in the subsurface for the selection of cleanup alternatives. It then
focuses on practical calculations and skills needed to design and operate
remediation systems that will both educate students and be useful for entry-level
professionals in the field. Features: • Examines the practical aspects of
investigating and cleaning up contaminated soil and groundwater • Contains
scenarios, illustrations, equations, and example problems with discussions that
illustrate various practical situations and interpret the results • Includes end-ofchapter problems to reinforce student learning • Provides a regulatory and risk
analysis context, as well as public and community involvement aspects •
Discusses sustainability and performance assessment of the remediation
methods presented Site Assessment and Remediation for Environmental
Engineers provides upper-level undergraduate and graduate students with
practical, project-oriented knowledge of how to investigate and clean up a site
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contaminated with chemicals and hazardous waste.
As the worlds population has increased, sources of clean water have decreased,
shifting the focus toward pollution reduction and control. Disposal of wastes and
wastewater without treatment is no longer an option. Fundamentals of
Wastewater Treatment and Engineering introduces readers to the essential
concepts of wastewater treatment, as well as t
A broad cross-section of scientists working in aquatic environments will enjoy this
treatment of environmental fluid dynamics, a foundation for elucidating the
importance of hydrodynamics and hydrology in the regulation of energy.
The standard for Environmental Engineering FE Review includes; 110 practice
problems, with full solutions Set up to provide in depth analysis of likely FE exam
problems This guide will get anyone ready for the FE Exam Topics covered Air
Quality Engineering Environmental Science & Management Solid & Hazardous
Waste Engineering Water & Wastewater Engineering Hydrologic and
Hydrogeological Engineering
Because of the ubiquitous nature of environmental problems, a variety of
scientific disciplines are involved in the development of environmental solutions.
The Handbook of Chemical and Environmental Engineering Calculations
provides approximately 600 real-world, practical solutions to environmental
problems that involve chemical engineering, enabling engineers and applied
scientists to meet the professional challenges they face day-to-day. The scientific
and mathematical crossover between chemical and environmental engineering is
the key to solving a host of environmental problems. Many problems included in
the Handbook are intended to demonstrate this crossover, as well as the
integration of engineering with current regulations and environmental media such
as air, soil, and water. Solutions to the problems are presented in a programmed
instructional format. Each problem contains a title, problem statement, data, and
solution, with the more difficult problems located near the end of each problem
set. The Handbook offers material not only to individuals with limited technical
background but also to those with extensive industrial experience. Chapter titles
include: Chemical Engineering Fundamentals Chemical Engineering Principles
Air Pollution Control Equipment Solid Waste Water Quality and Wastewater
Treatment Pollution Prevention Health, Safety, and Accident Management Ideal
for students at the graduate and undergraduate levels, the Handbook of
Chemical and Environmental Engineering Calculations is also a comprehensive
reference for all plant and environmental engineers, particularly those who work
with air, drinking water, wastewater, hazardous materials, and solid waste.
Fundamentals of Environmental EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons Incorporated
Develop a better understanding of what causes environmental problems and how to solve
them! Today, engineers and scientists must work on more complex environmental problems
than ever before. To find solutions to these problems requires an in-depth knowledge of the
fundamentals of chemistry, biology, and physical processes. This text will provide you with a
clear explanation of these fundamentals that are necessary for solving both small town and
global environmental problems. With Fundamentals of Environmental Engineering, you'll
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develop a better understanding of the key concepts required for design, operation, analysis,
and modeling of both natural and engineered systems. You'll also be able to make connections
among the different specialty areas of environmental engineering emphasized throughout the
text. And you'll quickly learn how to solve complex environmental problems and incorporate
environmental concerns into your specialty. Key Features * Covers the fundamentals of
chemical, physical, and biological processes, and various units of concentration as applied to
environmental engineering. * Includes applications related to drinking water and wastewater
treatment, air quality engineering and science, groundwater transport and remediation, surface
water quality, hazardous solid waste management, and ecosystems. * Developed by a team of
authors who specialize in a diverse set of environmental areas.
Now in its fifth edition, Hydraulics in Civil and Environmental Engineering combines thorough
coverage of the basic principles of civil engineering hydraulics with wide-ranging treatment of
practical, real-world applications. This classic text is carefully structured into two parts to
address principles before moving on to more advanced topics. The first part focuses on
fundamentals, including hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, pipe and open channel flow, wave
theory, physical modeling, hydrology, and sediment transport. The second part illustrates the
engineering applications of these fundamental principles to pipeline system design; hydraulic
structures; and river, canal, and coastal engineering—including up-to-date environmental
implications. A chapter on computational hydraulics demonstrates the application of
computational simulation techniques to modern design in a variety of contexts. What’s New in
This Edition Substantive revisions of the chapters on hydraulic machines, flood hydrology, and
computational modeling New material added to the chapters on hydrostatics, principles of fluid
flow, behavior of real fluids, open channel flow, pressure surge in pipelines, wave theory,
sediment transport, river engineering, and coastal engineering The latest recommendations on
climate change predictions, impacts, and adaptation measures Updated references Hydraulics
in Civil and Environmental Engineering, Fifth Edition is an essential resource for students and
practitioners of civil, environmental, and public health engineering and associated disciplines. It
is comprehensive, fully illustrated, and contains many worked examples. Spreadsheets and
useful links to other web pages are available on an accompanying website, and a solutions
manual is available to lecturers.
The environmental PE exam is growing in popularity, as more engineers seek licensing in this
discipline. This eight-hour, open-book exam, offered every April and October, consists of 80
multiple-choice problems.Our Environmental Engineering Reference Manual is the core text
examinees need to prepare for and use during the exam. It reviews the current exam topics
clearly and concisely and is replete with examples and practice problems reinforcing important
concepts. Complete solutions to these problems are found in the Practice Problems book,
which examinees can use to learn or refresh solving skills. -- Step-by-step solutions to all the
practice problems in the Environmental Engineering Reference Manual
The field of environmental engineering is rapidly emerging into a mainstream engineering
discipline. For a long time, environmental engineering has suffered from the lack of a welldefined identity. At times, the problems faced by environmental engineers require knowledge in
many engineering fields, including chemical, civil, sanitary, and mechanical engineering.
Increased demand for undergraduate training in environmental engineering has led to growth
in the number of undergraduate programs offered. Fundamentals of Environmental
Engineering provides an introductory approach that focuses on the basics of this growing field.
This informative reference provides an introduction to environmental pollutants, basic
engineering principles, dimensional analysis, physical chemistry, mass, and energy and
component balances. It also explains the applications of these ideas to the understanding of
key problems in air, water, and soil pollution.
Now in dynamic full color, SI ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS: AN INTRODUCTION TO
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ENGINEERING, 5e helps students develop the strong problem-solving skills and solid
foundation in fundamental principles they will need to become analytical, detail-oriented, and
creative engineers. The book opens with an overview of what engineers do, an inside glimpse
of the various areas of specialization, and a straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It
then covers the basic physical concepts and laws that students will encounter on the job.
Professional Profiles throughout the text highlight the work of practicing engineers from around
the globe, tying in the fundamental principles and applying them to professional engineering.
Using a flexible, modular format, the book demonstrates how engineers apply physical and
chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and supervise the
production of millions of parts, products, and services that people use every day. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
A textbook that introduces integrated, sustainable design of urban infrastructures, drawing on
civil engineering, environmental engineering, urban planning, electrical engineering,
mechanical engineering, and computer science. This textbook introduces urban infrastructure
from an engineering perspective, with an emphasis on sustainability. Bringing together both
fundamental principles and practical knowledge from civil engineering, environmental
engineering, urban planning, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and computer
science, the book transcends disciplinary boundaries by viewing urban infrastructures as
integrated networks. The text devotes a chapter to each of five engineering systems—electricity,
water, transportation, buildings, and solid waste—covering such topics as fundamentals,
demand, management, technology, and analytical models. Other chapters present a formal
definition of sustainability; discuss population forecasting techniques; offer a history of urban
planning, from the Neolithic era to Kevin Lynch and Jane Jacobs; define and discuss urban
metabolism and infrastructure integration, reviewing system interdependencies; and describe
approaches to urban design that draw on complexity theory, algorithmic models, and machine
learning. Throughout, a hypothetical city state, Civitas, is used to explain and illustrate the
concepts covered. Each chapter includes working examples and problem sets. An appendix
offers tables, diagrams, and conversion factors. The book can be used in advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses in civil engineering and as a reference for practitioners. It
can also be helpful in preparation for the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) and Principles and
Practice of Engineering (PE) exams.
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